Protect Your Park

Biosecurity measures are in effect to prevent the introduction of nonnative species and protect native species and ecosystems.

Help protect your park by conducting a biosecurity check prior to loading the boat to ensure you are not bringing any of the items listed below to the islands.

**Biosecurity Check**

**Brush Your Boots**
Use boot brushes provided on the deck to clean your shoes.

**Pest-Proof Packing**
Pack your gear in pest-proof containers.

**Inspect and Clean**
Inspect and clean your clothing and gear.

---

**Prohibited Items**

- **Soil or Seeds**
  Clean and inspect clothing and gear. Use boot brushes provided at end of deck.

- **Tools or Equipment with Attached Soil**

- **Aquatic Hitchikers**
  Includes plants and animals such as the New Zealand mud snail and Asian kelp.

- **Corrugated Boxes**
  Pack gear in pest-proof containers.

- **Unfinished Wood**
  Includes untreated wood, firewood, and hiking sticks.

- **Single Use Plastic Bags**

- **Live or Potted Plants and Cut Flowers**

- **Pets**